Motivation
How to "fix health care" is one of the most hotly debated topics in all of American society. Academic articles, media programs, legislative debates and water cooler conversations are generating scores of recommendations on how to provide patients with better and more cost effective health care. The vast majority of these proposals, from reimbursement bundling and accountable care organizations to patient care paths and lean transformations, are aimed at changing health care delivery and/or payment structure. However, a widely overlooked reality is that better and cheaper health care is available right now within the American system. Unfortunately, many patients just can't find it.
To provide a sense of this opportunity, Table 1 summarizes the risk-adjusted mortality rates for Medicare patients with six different medical conditions based on Healthgrades analysis of MedPAR data for years 2011 through 2013. The Healthgrades methodology uses a multivariate logistic regression to adjust for patient demographics and clinical risk factors that affect patient outcomes in significant and systematic ways (Healthgrades, 2015) . It then ranks hospitals into three tiers with ascending quality: "1-star", "3-star" and "5-star". The comparison between 1-star and 5-star hospitals in Table 1 shows a substantial quality gap in mortality rate across providers. Healthgrades estimates that, if all hospitals as a group performed similarly to hospitals receiving 5 stars as a group, roughly 228,426 lives would have been saved between 2011 and 2013. But this simple analysis is only suggestive of the potential for better health care through hospital quality improvement. Mortality rates are not the only, or even the best, measure of the quality of health care. Also, it is not assured that the 1-star and 3-star hospitals can replicate the performances of the 5-star hospitals. Furthermore, even all hospitals receive 5 stars, if these hospitals have both highperforming and low-performing surgeons, the treatment outcomes will depend on case allocation between high-performing and low-performing surgeons in a hospital. Finally, estimates of outcome improvements are based on population averages and do not differentiate the potential gains by patients of different demographics and levels of acuity. To get a more accurate sense of what is possible and how it might be achieved, we need to delve into the details of a specific medical condition at the surgeon level.
In this paper, we do this by focusing specifically on patients with mitral valve disease and addressing three key questions: (1) How does quality vary among surgeons, (2) How are differences in quality affected by patient characteristics, and (3) How can outcome data be used to increase social value (i.e., sum of patients' utility)? Unfortunately, while simple to state, these questions are not straightforward to analyze using currently available data.
To answer the first question, we need to characterize the performance of the surgeons that treat mitral valve patients. There are various consumer-oriented healthcare rating systems that attempt to do this by providing provider quality information. For example, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services maintain the Hospital Compare website that reports on over 4,000 Medicarecertified hospitals across the country with regard to quality of care, safety measures and patient satisfaction. Various non-profit organizations, including the Leapfrog Group, Consumer Reports and the California Health Care Foundation, and private companies such as US News and Healthgrades, also share self-reported hospital quality information and rankings via websites.
While these sources provide useful information, they fall well short of providing the data mitral valve patients need to make accurate comparisons of providers because: (1) they generally aggregate ratings into broad categories such as heart surgery, rather than reporting them for individual procedures such as mitral valve surgery; (2) most of these analyses are performed at the hospital level and do not provide information about individual surgeons within a hospital; and (3) most ratings do not indicate the magnitude of the difference between levels (e.g., between "1-star" and "3-star", or between "average" and "above average").
Some states, such as New York, address these issues by compiling risk-adjusted mortality rates for individual hospitals and surgeons that perform CABG and/or mitral valve surgery. They also indicate whether a hospital or a surgeon is statistically significantly better or worse than the state average. 1 However, there are still some remaining issues. First, they focus primarily on mortality rates (and sometimes on complication and readmission rates), where the low probability of events can make it difficult to discern statistical differences among providers. When all or most providers are not statistically different from the state average, patients don't have a basis for identifying better health care. However, if we focus on a specific medical condition, there may be other metrics that are both important indicators of quality and that show more variation across providers. In this study, we focus on mitral valve surgery and introduce mitral valve repair rate as an alternative quality measure in addition to the conventional measures (i.e., rates of mortality, complication and readmission). As we will show later in the paper, repair rate is an informative measure of surgeon quality and patient benefit, and a metric that shows significant variation among providers.
Second, all existing quality ratings are based on population-average outcome measures, 2 and therefore do not provide personalized guidance to patients of different demographics and levels of acuity. Population-average quality information has two major issues. First, patients care more about quality information specific to their procedure types and medical conditions than about information about an average patient who may not even exist. The lack of relevance makes patients less likely to act upon such information. Second, population-average information indicates that 1 https://www.health.ny.gov/statistics/diseases/cardiovascular 2 Population-average outcome measures refer to those focusing on the "average effect" or "homogeneous effect" of a given treatment (Kravitz et al., 2004) .
all patients will benefit the same from an elite surgeon. However, it isn't reasonable to expect all patients to go to the single best surgeon, since this would create an impossible capacity imbalance.
But, with patient-centric quality information, as we will show for the case of mitral valve surgery, it is possible to achieve substantial improvements in outcomes without overloading any single surgeon.
Evaluating patient-centric information enables us to answer the second of our key questions.
To address the third key question of how outcome data can be used to improve social value, we examine two potential approaches for leveraging patient outcome data: (1) using population-average information and increasing surgeon capacity so that more patients can be treated by the best surgeons, and (2) providing patient-centric information so that patients can better balance benefits with costs of traveling to an elite surgeon for treatment. The second approach is motivated by the fact that existing quality information is almost always based on population averages and so does not indicate differences in patient benefits from elite surgeons. Consequently, patients who are guided to these surgeons may not be those who benefit the most. If patients, and the cardiologists who refer them, have access to patient-centric quality information and use it in selecting a surgeon, the patients with the most to gain will be those most inclined to incur additional costs associated with being treated by an elite surgeon. Whether the effect of offering patient-centric quality information is stronger or weaker than the effect of capacity increase is an open question we will address.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews the relevant literature.
Section 3 summarizes the empirical setting and the data used in our study. Section 4 introduces the multilevel probit model that we use to evaluate surgeon quality.
In Section 5, we analyze the estimation results from our quality model, document a wide quality gap among surgeons and discuss how the quality gap depends on patients demographics and levels of acuity. In Section 6, we evaluate policy interventions, including increasing surgeon capacity and providing patientcentric information. We estimate that providing patient-centric information offers societal benefits comparable to those achievable with a 40% increase in capacity. The paper concludes in Section 7 with a summary and a discussion of the challenges that must be addressed in order to take advantage of the vast opportunity to improve health care through better quality information and matching of patients with providers.
Literature Review
There has been a growing interest of studying hospital quality since 1989 when the Agency for Health Care Policy and Research was created by Congress in response to a report of wide geographic variations in practice patterns among hospitals in the US (see for example, Chassin et al., 1987) . In a seminal paper, Keeler et al. (1992) compared 297 US hospitals for congestive heart failure, acute myocardial infarction, pneumonia, stroke or hip replacement, and found that quality varied from state to state, but that quality was generally better in teaching, large, and urban hospitals than in non-teaching, small, and rural hospitals. Subsequent studies have also found that high-volume hospitals tend to perform better than low-volume hospitals (Birkmeyer et al., 2002 , Gammie et al., 2009 , Vassileva et al., 2012 and that high-volume surgeons tend to perform better than low-volume surgeons (Birkmeyer et al., 2003 , Bolling et al., 2010 , Kilic et al., 2013 .
In the operations management literature, a number of studies have also examined factors affecting health care quality. Some of these have focused on surgeon experience and its impact on surgical outcome. For example, KC and Staats (2012) investigated the differential effects of focal and related experience, and found that surgeon focal experience has a greater effect than related experience on surgeon performance. KC et al. (2013) examined how surgeons learn from their own and others' experiences, and found that individuals learn more from their own successes but also from others' failures. Ramdas et al. (2014) studied how learning and forgetting affect surgical outcomes by analyzing a surgeon's experience with specific surgical device versions and the time between their repeated uses. Other studies have analyzed the impact of workload on quality and patient outcome. For instance, Kim et al. (2015) examined the impact of ICU congestion on a patient's care pathway and the subsequent effect on patient outcomes, and found that the impact of ICU admission is highly variable for different patients and different outcomes. Jaeker and Tucker (2015) studied the relationship between workload and patient length of stay (LOS), and found that the effects of inpatient workload on LOS propagate across patient types. Freeman et al. (2015) show that gatekeeper providers (midwives in their study) ration resource-intensive discretionary services and also increase the rate of specialist referrals when workload increases. In addition to surgeon experience and workload, queue management (Song et al., 2015) and secure messaging between patients and physicians via patient portals (Bavafa et al., 2013) have been found to affect productivity and patient outcome as well. However, none of these studies have compared quality among health care providers or studied the impact of patient-centric information on outcomes.
Even though the aforementioned studies have vastly different focuses, the findings from this line of research suggest that: (1) both hospitals and surgeons play pivotal roles in determining healthcare quality; (2) experience at both institutional and individual levels significantly affects quality; and (3) besides experience, there are many other nuanced factors that may affect provider quality.
We follow this line of literature in our evaluation of healthcare provider quality by incorporating hospital and surgeon volume effects, as well as hospital and surgeon specific effects, in our model.
Unlike the aforementioned studies, our focus is not identifying the effect of a specific factor on provider quality, but rather examining the quality gap among providers, which allows us to offer insights on how to best utilize the capabilities of existing healthcare system.
To accomplish this, we need to first identify elite surgeons who produce better quality outcomes.
More importantly, we need to quantify the quality gap between an elite surgeon and an average surgeon for patients of different demographics and levels of acuity. Most prior studies have focused on measuring provider quality based on the population average (i.e., risk adjusted) outcomes, and assume away heterogeneity in outcomes among patients of different demographics and levels of acuity. As a result, their assessments of provider quality apply to average patients (who may not even exist) but may not be useful for a given patient. Recognizing this flaw in population average information, a number of observers have called for a patient-centered focus in both patient care and in quality assessment (see, e.g., FDA, 2013 , Gerteis, 1993 , IOM, 2011 , Kattan and Vickers, 2004 , Kent and Hayward, 2007 , Kravitz et al., 2004 . Our study contributes to the literature on patient-orientated care by proposing patient-centric quality information as a channel to better match patients with care.
Empirical Setting and Data
We choose mitral valve surgery as the empirical setting for our analysis of health care provider quality for several reasons. First, mitral valve disease is the most common form of heart valve disease in US. It affects 5% of the population and results in over 500,000 hospital admissions per year.
3 Second, mitral valve repair is a relatively new and complicated procedure. Because of the high level of skill required, surgeons may differ substantially in their outcomes. Third, there are many extant medical studies that provide data on the clinical outcomes of treatments available to mitral valve patients.
Mitral Valve Disease
The mitral valve is located between the left chambers of the heart. Its main function is to allow blood to flow from the left atrium to the left ventricle but not in the other direction. Mitral valve disease refers to conditions that compromise the ability of the mitral valve to seal against the backflow of blood.
There are two clinical options for the correction of mitral valve disease -mitral valve repair and mitral valve replacement. Mitral valve repair restores the function of the original valve, and is therefore the preferred option (Bolling et al., 2010) . Table 2 compares the risks of mortality and complications associated with both procedures for a 60-year old male patient without major comorbidities (Society of Thoracic Surgeons, 2016) . We see that the risks associated with replacement are 44.8% to 94.3% higher than those associated with repair.
Consequently, surgeons always strive to repair a mitral valve if possible. However, since it is impossible to guarantee a repair, whenever a surgeon operates on a mitral valve patient, he/she 
Data Description
We used data from New York state that describe 10 million in-and out-patient discharges from all hospitals in New York from [2009] [2010] [2011] [2012] . These data contain patient-level clinical and resource-use information, including admission status (e.g., elective, emergent and urgent), patient demographics and comorbidities, hospital and physician identifiers, and principal and secondary diagnoses. For each discharge, the data record whether a patient received a mitral valve repair or replacement.
They also indicate whether a patient died or experienced other complications during the procedure or post-surgery hospitalization. Because they record all visits, we are able to identify readmissions for the same patient across hospitals and time. Finally, the data include 5-digit zip codes of patients' home and hospital addresses, which allow us to estimate travel distance from each patient's home to any hospital.
Data Preparation
We identified discharges related to mitral valve surgery by using the clinical codes 35.12, 35.23 and 35.24 in the International Classification of Disease (9th revision). To focus on isolated mitral valve surgery, we followed previous studies (e.g., Vassileva et al., 2012) in excluding patients who were less than 30 years old, had coronary revascularization, congenital heart disease, excision of ventricular aneurysm, replacement of thoracic aorta, aortic fenestration procedure, closed heart valvuloplasty, heart transplant, or other valvular repair.
Because the ultimate objective of this study is to match patients with care, we focused on elective patients only, as opposed to emergent or urgent patients whose choice of providers may have been constrained by the urgency of their medical condition (Batt and Terwiesch, 2015) . An elective mitral valve patient can wait for a year or more from diagnosis to treatment (Carroll et al., 1995) , which provides considerable flexibility in the choice of providers.
Lastly, we focused on New York patients who were treated in New York hospitals. We do not directly observe New York residents who were treated outside New York because we lack data to compute patient-to-hospital distances for these patients. 4 This is unlikely to cause a sampling concern in our context, because New York has 4 out of the 50 nationally ranked heart programs.
If a patient decides to seek a better provider than those available locally, the best providers in New York are comparable to the best providers in the country. We also excluded patients who traveled from other states to New York for mitral valve surgery, because we do not have sufficient data on out-of-state hospitals to describe these patients' local treatment options. We believe this exclusion also does not bias the estimation of provider quality, because it is very unlikely that provider quality varies for in-state vs. out-of-state patients conditional on patient demographics and medical conditions.
The Empirical Model
While it is widely accepted that health care providers differ with regard to quality, the size and nature of the differences are not well understood. Estimation of provider quality can be challenging for several reasons. First, each health care provider admits a different mix of patients. What may look like a provider effect could be due to the provider treating healthier or sicker patients.
Second, even if we control for patient demographics and common comorbidities, there are usually conditions (e.g., test result details) that medical professionals and/or patients themselves can observe but researchers and policy makers cannot, which may affect provider/patient selection and clinical outcome (Dranove et al., 2003) . Third, there may be insufficient data to discern statistically significant gaps in quality among health care providers. This is particularly a problem for quality metrics that measure rare events. Finally, the magnitude of provider quality gap may vary by patient characteristics. In this section, we evaluate provider quality for mitral valve surgery while addressing these issues.
Measures of Provider Quality
Mortality, complication and readmission rates are commonly used measures of health care provider quality. Rating systems such as US News, the Leapfrog Group and Healthgrades use mortality rates to compare and rank hospitals. The CMS-maintained website, Hospital Compare, compares
Medicare-certified hospitals based on complication, readmission and mortality rates, as well as patient satisfaction. Most relevant to our study is the New York State Cardiac Surgery Reporting System, which reports risk-adjusted mortality rates of hospitals and surgeons for major cardiovascular surgeries.
Each quality metric has its own shortcomings. The main obstacle to using mortality rate as a quality measure is the rarity of mortality for many procedures, which makes it difficult to discern statistically significant differences among providers. This problem is exacerbated when provider quality is evaluated based on relatively small patient samples. Dimick, et al. (2004) studied the small sample bias for the seven procedures for which mortality has been advocated as a quality indicator by the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality. They found that none of these procedures except for CABG are performed frequently enough for mortality to serve as a gauge of hospital quality. Not surprisingly, rating systems such US News and the Leapfrog Group, which use mortality as a quality metric, do not indicate whether a given hospital is statistically significantly different from the national average. Systems that do indicate significance show most hospitals or surgeons as not significantly different from the average (at a 5% significance level), even when data are pooled over a three year interval (see for example the risk-adjusted mortality rates provided by New York
State Cardiac Surgery Reporting System). Readmissions and complications are more common than mortality. However, using readmission rate as a quality metric also poses problems, including a lack of data, statistical modeling and the usability of the measures for quality improvement and accountability (Lorch et al., 2014 , Morgan et al., 2013 . In addition, a readmission may not indicate a low-quality outcome, for instance when follow up visits are normal or even a positive indication that the patient has survived long enough to be readmitted (Gilman et al., 2014) . Complication rate may be more preferable to mortality or readmission rate. However, the clinical definition of a complication is imprecise because it does not always distinguish between hospital-acquired complications and present-on-admission complications (Bastani, Goh and Bayati, 2015) .
Because of these known problems, we propose an additional measure of quality, repair rate (fraction of patients that receive a repair vs. a replacement) specifically for mitral valve procedures.
Studies have shown that repairing instead of replacing the mitral valve offers lower operative risk (Gammie et al., 2009) , lower risk of short-term and long-term complications such as strokes (LaPar et al., 2010) , and better long-term survival (Daneshmand et al., 2009 . For these reasons, the medical literature advocates mitral valve repair for isolated mitral pathologies and all patient age groups. However, because it involves a more complex surgical procedure than does replacement, the fraction of patients whose valves are successfully repaired (repair rate) depends on the skill of the surgeon.
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In this study, the quality measures are operationalized as follows. Mortality is measured as death during hospitalization. we merged outpatient discharge data with the inpatient discharge data using the link provided by the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality. We focus on 30-day readmission by identifying patients who visited the same or other hospitals within 30 days after discharge. 7 Lastly, we observe from the data whether a patient received mitral valve repair or replacement based on the clinical procedure codes.
Factors Affecting Surgical Outcomes
Surgical outcomes of general patients are often affected by patient, hospital and surgeon characteristics. For example, old age correlates with increased risks of mortality, complication and readmission (Gupta et al., 2014 , Merkow et al., 2015 , Society of Thoracic Surgeons, 2016 . Studies have found that white patients are less likely to have complications and unplanned readmissions than are black and Hispanic patients, and that female patients are more likely than male patients to have these undesired events (Iribarne et al., 2014 , Merkow et al., 2015 , Society of Thoracic Surgeons, 2016 . Such differences can be the result of medical (e.g., comorbidities) or behavioral (e.g., delay in undergoing cardiac surgery) differences between various patient groups (Fasken et al., 2001) . Comorbidities that increase the risk of mortality, complication and readmission include diabetes, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, hypertension and renal failure (Gupta et al., 2014 , Iribarne et al., 2014 , Merkow et al., 2015 , Society of Thoracic Surgeons, 2016 .
With respect to repair rate in mitral valve surgery, Bolling et al. (2010) and separately found that younger and white patients are more likely to receive a repair, whereas females are less likely to receive a repair. Presence of various comorbidities including atrial fibrillation, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, diabetes, heart failure, renal disease and hypertension also reduces the likelihood of mitral valve repair (Daneshmand et al., 2009 , Savage et al., 2003 .
Of more direct interest to us in this study is the impact of hospitals and the surgeons within these hospitals on surgical outcomes. Presumably a hospital with more skilled surgeons, as well as more experienced support teams and an organizational structure that promotes learning and quality improvement, will have better quality than a hospital without these assets. However, because quality and its antecedents are challenging to measure, patients and researchers alike must often rely on proxies to gauge the provider (hospital and/or surgeon) effect on quality. One of the most common proxies is surgical volume. Birkmeyer et al. (2002) found that mortality rate decreases as hospital volume increases by studying 2.5 million Medicare patients who underwent one of the 14 types of cardiovascular and cancer procedures from 1994 to 1999. Gammie et al. (2009 ), Vassileva et al. (2012 and all found that mitral valve repair rate increases as a function of a hospital's mitral volume. At the surgeon level, Birkmeyer et al. (2003) studied the relative importance of the experience of the operating surgeons by examining mortality among all 474,108
Medicare patients who underwent one of the eight cardiovascular procedures or cancer resections from 1998 to 1999 and found that the observed association between hospital volume and operative mortality is largely mediated by surgeon volume. In a separate study, Kilic et al. (2013) initiatives focused on quality improvement have also proven to be very effective (Barr et al., 2006 , Lindenauer et al., 2007 . Therefore, it is imperative to account for variations in surgeon and hospital quality beyond those captured by surgical volume.
Quality Model
To evaluate the impact of surgeon and hospital on patient outcomes, we need an econometric model that can address the following three issues. First, our data has a nested structure, i.e., patients are grouped under different surgeons and surgeons are grouped under different hospitals. Second, outcomes of patients treated by the same surgeon/hospital may correlate with each other due to unobservable surgeon/hospital characteristics. Third, we want to capture the previously discussed volume effects at both surgeon and hospital levels. Because of the potential for selection bias in patients of both surgeons and hospitals, we need a model that allows us to properly correct for such selection bias. Note that a simple probit or logit model cannot address these three issues.
Instead, we used a multilevel probit model (Gibbons and Hedeker, 1997) .
Let Y * ijk denote the latent variable associated with the outcome measure (i.e., mortality, complication, readmission, or repair) of patient i treated by surgeon j at hospital k. Y * ijk can be measured as a function of patient, surgeon and hospital characteristics:
where SurgV ol i and HospV ol i are measures of surgeon and hospital volumes of the procedure received by patient i, 8 α k represents the unobserved effect of hospital k, and β jk represents the unobserved effect of surgeon j at hospital k. 9 We assume these unobserved effects are drawn from two normal distributions:
where µ α and µ β represent the mean hospital and surgeon effects, and σ 2 α and σ 2 β represent betweenhospital and between-surgeon variations after accounting for hospital volume, surgeon volume and patient conditions at admission. If there are no between-hospital or between-surgeon differences in the outcomes beyond those captured by surgical volume and patient characteristics, then σ
For all models, we have robust standard errors clustered by surgeon to allow for differences in the variance/standard errors due to arbitrary intra-group correlation Terwiesch, 2011, Jaeker and Tucker, 2015) .
Estimation of the Volume Effect
Because surgical volume has a direct impact on the quality of care, medical publications, such as those from the Leapfrog Group, suggest that surgical volume is a good indicator of provider quality.
However, surgical volume can also be correlated with unobserved patient characteristics that affect surgical outcomes. For example, health conscious patients could be more likely to be influenced by such medical guidances to choose high-volume surgeons and hospitals. They are also more likely to receive better outcomes due to their healthier lifestyles. If so, the resulting correlation will introduce negative biases when estimating the volume effect on mortality, complication and readmission rate, and a positive bias when estimating the volume effect on repair rate. Similarly, if a low-volume surgeon is more likely to select healthier patients, then, since a bad outcome is likely to have a larger impact on the outcome statistics when the sample size is smaller, the resulting correlation will introduce positive biases when estimating the volume effect on mortality, complication and readmission rate, and a negative bias when estimating the volume effect on repair rate.
To correct for potential biases like these, we use distance to construct instruments for surgical volumes. Previous studies have used distance from a patient's home to the hospital as an instrumental variable to study medical outcomes (McClellan, McNeil and Newhouse, 1994 , McConnell et al., 2005 , Brooks et al., 2006 , Pracht et al., 2007 , KC and Terwiesch, 2011 . As in these studies, distance is an appropriate instrument for our purposes because it is correlated with the likelihood of choosing a provider. That is, the closer a provider is to a patient's home, the more likely it will be chosen. At the same time, where a patient is located is unlikely to be correlated with the remaining unobserved characteristics after controlling for demographics (age, gender and race) and common comorbidities, and we will provide empirical evidence supporting this requirement in the Appendix.
Similar to KC and Terwiesch (2011), we take the following steps to construct instruments for surgical volumes. We first model the choice of a provider, either a hospital or a surgeon, as a function of the patient's distance from the provider. That is, the probability of patient i going to provider j, denoted as p ij , can be written as,
, where the parameter δ can be estimated using a multinomial logit model. 10 We then calculate the expected volume for each patient by summing up the products of choice probability and associated provider volume over all providers:
V ol i can now be used as an instrument for V ol i . Note that due to the nonlinearity of the probit model, the standard two-stage least squares (2SLS) method will not yield consistent estimates as explained in Amemiya (1990) . To address such situations, Wooldridge (2002) developed a maximumlikelihood estimation approach to estimate parameters of a probit model with an instrumental variable. We make use of a similar approach by first running the OLS regression of surgical volume 10 In the multinomial logit model, the choice is defined as the chosen provider (either surgeon or hospital). The choice set includes all providers in the state of New York who perform mitral valve surgeries. Distance is defined as the Euclidean distance between the centroid of a patient's zip code and that of the provider, which has been shown to be highly correlated with actual travel distance and travel time (Boscoe, Henry and Zdeb, 2012) .
on IV and all exogenous variables, and estimating the residuals. Then we estimate the multilevel probit model of the outcome variable on surgical volumes, the estimated residuals and all exogenous variables. 11 We should note that, since there is no variation in distances to surgeons within the same hospital, the identification for surgeon volume is driven by the variations in estimated choice probabilities among surgeons across different hospitals.
Lastly, it is worth noting that using distance to instrument surgical volume addresses the potential selection bias introduced by patients selecting providers based on volumes. However, there may be other selection biases which cannot be perfectly addressed by this approach, such as those introduced by surgeons selecting patients. For example, if low-performing surgeons are more likely to select healthier patients, the unobserved surgeon specific effects will also be correlated with unobserved patient characteristics, which affect surgical outcome directly. Instrumenting volume
will not address such selection bias, and it is also infeasible to instrument hundreds of surgeon specific effects. Fortunately, we note that such selection will lead to an underestimation of quality gap among high-and low-performing surgeons, as the low-performing surgeons will have stronger incentives to select healthier patients. In other words, our approach will provide a conservative estimate of provider quality gap if such selection exists. 
Estimation of Hospital and Surgeon Effects
Because our primary goal is to guide patients to better care, our main interests are the hospital specific effect α k and the surgeon specific effect β jk on patient outcomes. To estimate these effects,
we use an orthogonal transformation as in Gibbons and Bock (1987) . That is, we rewrite the hospital and surgeon specific effect as α k = µ α + θ k σ α and β jk = µ β + θ jk σ β , where θ k and θ jk follow the standard normal distribution.
Note that, conditional on hospital and surgeon specific effects θ k and θ jk , the outcomes of all patients treated by surgeon j at hospital k are independent; therefore, the marginal probability of observing the set of outcomes at a hospital k can be expressed as:
11 The scaled coefficients we obtain from this two-stage estimation are greater than their unscaled counterparts, but they are suitable for post-estimation analyses which will be discussed later. It is impossible to estimate the true coefficients of probit/logit models as they are scaled by the variance of error term. Post-estimation analyses of these models are normally based on scaled coefficients.
12 Dranove et al. (2003) found evidence of low-performing surgeons selecting healthier patients after initial releases of the quality report cards in New York and Pennsylvania. However, in a more recent study, Kolstad (2013) found that surgeons with differing intrinsic incentives to improve quality do not appear to have accomplished reductions in mortality by changing their patient mix either based observable or unobservable (to the regulator) patient severity.
The individual likelihood function l(Y ijk |X ijk , θ jk , θ k , µ, σ, γ) equals:
We can now estimate (γ, µ, σ) by maximizing the log likelihood of observing the outcomes at all hospitals, which is expressed as:
Upon obtaining estimates (γ,μ,σ), we calculateθ k andθ jk for each hospital and each surgeon using the expected a posteriori (EAP) value (Bayes estimate) of θ j and θ jk (Bock & Aitkin, 1981 , Gibbon & Hedeker, 1997 .
These quantities can be evaluated using Gauss-Hermite quadrature as described in Gibbons and Bock (1987) or Bock and Aitkin (1981) . Estimates of α k and β jk can be recovered byα k =μ α k + θ kσα k and β jk =μ β jk +θ jkσβ jk . Finally, the standard errors can be estimated using
Results and Discussions
In this section, we first summarize results from the above model applied to different quality metrics.
Then we examine quality gaps between surgeons and conclude that mitral valve repair rate is an informative measure of surgeon quality, and a metric that shows significant variation among providers. Finally, we use our model to show how patients of different demographics and levels of acuity benefit differently from elite surgeons.
Summary of Patient Characteristics
Between 2009 and 2012, 2,718 patients of New York state underwent elective mitral valve surgery at New York hospitals. Table 3 summarizes their characteristics. These data reveal some insights into patient choices. For example, the average travel distance is longer for patients under 60 than for older patients. This may be because younger patients are better able to travel. However, patients over 80 travelled on average further than patients in their 60s and 70s. This could be because their medical condition is often too delicate for a local hospital to handle. Overall, the average observed mortality rate was 1%, complication rate was 11%, readmission rate was 4%, and repair rate was 57%. However, all of these metrics worsen as the age of the patient increases. Figures 1 and 2 show the distributions of these four measures of quality. We see that mortality and readmission are rare events, with at least 70% of the surgeons showing no incidence. Complications are more common; only 48% of surgeons had no events and 18% of surgeons had complication rates above 20%. As shown in Figure 2 , mitral valve repair rate has even larger variations; 19% of surgeons had repair rates of 0%, 20% of surgeons had repair rates of more than 90%, and the remaining surgeons had rates spread between these extremes. Although these rates are not risk adjusted, they suggest the possibility of large quality differences among surgeons.
To compute risk adjusted quality metrics, we estimate the quality model from Section 4. Table 4 summarizes the results. We first examine how patient characteristics affect outcomes. Not Surgical volume also influences outcomes. For mitral valve repair, we see that the coefficient of surgeon volume is positive and significant at the 5% level, suggesting that a surgeon's skill increases with volume. The coefficient of hospital volume is also positive, but is not significant at the 10% level. These results are consistent with those of previous studies (see for example, Birkmeyer et al., 2003 and Kilic et al., 2013) . For quality metrics other than repair rate, we do not observe a statistically significant effect of volume, partly because the events measured are relatively rare. However, we do see that repair leads to a lower level of complication and mortality than replacement, as suggested by the medical literature (LaPar et al. 2010 ). 
Quality Gap among Surgeons
To compare surgeons using different measures of quality, we calculate the predicted rates of mitral valve repair, complication, readmission and mortality for a patient with population-median characteristics. We calculate the state average of each measure as the mean of all surgeons' rates for that 
measure.
14 Then we perform t-tests to determine whether a surgeon is statistically significantly different from the state average.
We summarize the performance of surgeons with high (above 55), medium (20-30) and low (below 15) volumes of elective mitral cases in Table 5 . First, as we surmised earlier, because mortality is a rare event, it is very difficult to discern statistical differences among surgeons using quality metrics based on these events. As a result, no surgeon has a mortality rate statistically below the state average. This indiscernibility does not necessarily indicate surgeons have the same quality, especially since other quality metrics demonstrate sizable differences among surgeons. Second, we see that surgeons who perform well in mitral valve repair also perform well (or at least at the average) with regard to readmissions and complications. This means that choosing an elite surgeon based on mitral valve repair rate will not erode quality as measured by other metrics such as complication or readmission rate. Finally, as we showed in Table 4 and as indicated in the medical literature (LaPar et al., 2010) , mitral valve repair is associated with lower complication and mortality rates during hospitalization, even after controlling for patient demographics and comorbidities. Mitral valve repair rate focuses on both short-term and long-term quality of care, whereas the conventional measures of quality focus only on short-term quality of care. For these reasons, we argue that repair rate is a informative measure of surgeon quality for mitral valve surgery. Accordingly, we will focus on it for the rest of this section and in the policy analyses of the next section. Note that our methodology can be easily applied to any individual quality metric or a weighted average of multiple quality metrics. 4.81%-1.45% 0.04% +++, ++, +: better than state average at 99%, 95% and 90% confidence level ---, --, -: worse than state average at 99%, 95% and 90% confidence level
We illustrate the quality differences between surgeons visually in Figure 3 by plotting the population-median repair rates of individual surgeons along with their 95% confidence intervals.
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15 The confidence intervals of individual surgeons are calculated based on standard errors of coefficients estimated by the quality model. The confidence interval of the state average is calculated numerically. We randomly simulated a population-median patient with error terms for all surgeons to calculate the state average. The simulation was performed 200 times to obtain the confidence interval.
The average repair rate across all surgeons is around 50%. The confidence intervals are heavily influenced by the number of cases. Surgeons with low volumes tend to have wide confidence intervals, and thus be either indistinguishable from the state average or below it. While most elite surgeons are high-volume surgeons, not all high-volume surgeons have high mitral valve repair rates. 
Patient-centric Outcomes
Figure 3 clearly suggests that some surgeons are better than others. We informally label the top performers, who have repair rates above the state average (i.e., those in the dotted grey box of Figure 3 ), as "elite surgeons". What may not be so obvious is that the quality gap between elite surgeons and other surgeons is not uniform across patients of different demographics and levels of acuity. We illustrate this point by defining three groups of patients with different levels of acuity:
"sick" (i.e., 90 years old with comorbidities) patients, "typical" (i.e., population-median) patients, and "healthy" (e.g., 30 years old with no comorbidities) patients. As shown in Figure 4 , all three groups of patients benefit from visiting elite surgeons, but the magnitude of benefit is different, as indicated by the slopes of the curves. For the purpose of illustration, we calculate the gap in repair rate between a surgeon at the 90th-percentile and a surgeon at the median for these three groups of patients. The gap is 23.8% for typical (population-median) patients, 15.1% for the healthy patients and 16.7% for the sick patients.
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This indicates that neither the sick nor the healthy group of patients benefit as much as the population-median patients from visiting an elite surgeon. A plausible explanation for this is that many sick patients, with hard-to-repair valves, are likely to get a replacement regardless of which surgeon they visit, while many healthy patients, with easy-to-repair valves, are likely to get a replacement from any above-median surgeon. The patients in between, however, tend to present "difficult but not impossible" repair challenges, and therefore are substantially more likely to receive a repair from an elite surgeon than from a median surgeon. Of course, these three sample groups are only illustrative. The heterogeneity in surgeon impact on patient outcomes will differ across all patient types.
Furthermore, in addition to benefitting differently from elite surgeons with respect to likelihood of getting a repair, patients with different demographics and levels of acuity also benefit differently from the same level of increase in repair rate. For example, younger and healthier patients have more years to live and, as a result, their lifetime benefit from a successful repair is greater than that of older and sicker patients. We can quantify the benefit to a given patient from a given surgeon by calculating the expected remaining life days, which depend on the patient's demographics and clinical conditions plus the likelihood of receiving a repair from that surgeon. To do this, we made the use of the results of Wang et al. (2015) , who found that, depending on patients' age and comorbidities, patients' remaining life days increase by 4 to 15 days for each percentage point increase in mitral valve repair rate.
To illustrate the type of comparison this calculation makes possible, Figure 5 compares increases in expected life days for patients with diabetes and for patients with atrial fibrillation when they are treated by a 90th-percentile surgeon rather than a median surgeon. We see that the increase in expected life days from visiting the 90th-percentile surgeon is a concave function of patients' age for both comorbidities. In each case, patients of around 35 years old receive the most benefit from the elite surgeon, in part because their youth gives them many years to benefit from repaired valve. 17 There is also heterogeneity in surgeon impact across comorbidities. For instance, patients with diabetes benefit more than those with atrial fibrillation at the same age. Of course, these are only illustrative examples. The expected gain in life years will differ across all patient groups.
Because it includes patient demographics and clinical descriptors as control variables, the model described in Section 4 can be used to estimate surgeon performance, and hence quality gaps, for all patient groups.
Managerial Implications
The American Heart Association/American College of Cardiology Valvular Heart Disease Guidelines state that mitral valve diseases should be repaired at a Center of Excellence (CoE).
18 To help patients identify these CoEs, existing studies and rating systems compare health care providers based on various quality measures and provide an overall score or a ranking for each provider.
However, these scores and rankings are reported only for the population average. This makes it appear that the benefit of visiting an elite surgeon is the same for all patients regardless of their demographics and levels of acuity. But our analysis above shows that this is not the case.
When only population-average quality information, which describes the benefits to an average patient from an elite surgeon, is provided, patients cannot accurately assess the benefit that they will get from visiting an elite surgeon. Primary and secondary care physicians (such as the cardiologists in our context) will also lack sufficiently detailed information to make patients appropriate referrals. Presumably, they will be inclined to refer all patients to elite surgeons unless non-medical (e.g., ability to travel) issues preclude this. This is neither good advice for patients nor an efficient use of limited health care resources. Indeed, it is very likely that elite surgeons will not have sufficient capacity to accommodate all patients, which will result in allocation of their capacity on the basis of which patients are willing/able to wait longest. The implication is that patient-centric quality information, which describes the benefits to patients from an elite surgeon as a function of their demographics and clinical characteristics, can help primary and secondary care physicians to make better referrals and patients to make more informed decisions regarding the choice of surgeons.
In this section, we examine the value of using population-average and patient-centric quality information to guide mitral valve patients to surgeons. Since patients choose surgeons on the basis of many factors, it is impossible to predict the precise impact of providing more accurate outcome information. Therefore, to evaluate the magnitude of the opportunity offered by the two types of information, we compute an upper bound on the improvement in patient outcomes by assigning patients to surgeons in a manner that maximizes total patient utility. Furthermore, since outcomes can be improved by having more patients treated by elite surgeons, we also examine the impact of increasing surgeon capacities. In practice, this could be achieved in many ways, including increasing operating room capacity, altering allocation of operating room time across services, and reducing administrative or teaching duties of surgeons. These calculations allow us to contrast the value of making outcome information more specific to individual patients with the value of enabling the best surgeons to treat more patients.
Problem Formulation
To state an optimization problem to maximize total patient utility, we define the utility to patient i from treatment by surgeon j as the expected number of remaining life days (Lif eDays ij ) minus a linear function of the distance (Dist ij ) the patient must travel to be treated by the surgeon.
Letting C j represent the capacity of surgeon j and x ij be a binary decision variable that equals one if patient i chooses surgeon j, we can express the problem of maximizing total patient utility as the following combinatorial optimization problem:
Obviously this model simplifies reality in many ways. Most importantly, it assumes the relative weights patients place on life days and distance are the same across all patients. In reality, patient preferences vary depending on age, medical condition and other individual characteristics. However, our model may still serve as a reasonable approximation. We explain why below.
First, note that the results of Figures 4 and 5 suggest that the medical benefits of traveling to an elite surgeon are smaller for the young and healthy or old and sick extremes than for patients in the middle. So, suppose we choose the coefficients on life days and distance to represent a "median patient" (i.e., one in the middle range of the age and acuity scale). As such, they will accurately characterize the patients who benefit most from traveling and hence are most likely to be influenced by accurate outcome information. However, these "median" coefficients will underestimate the willingness to travel by young, healthy patients, and will overestimate the willingness to travel by old, sick patients. Since the results in Figures 4 and 5 show that the health benefits from these two groups are similar, the two types of biases discussed above will likely offset each other, and therefore, the aggregate benefits will not be distorted significantly by this bias.
Having said this, there are very likely other patient characteristics that influence willingness to travel for better health that are not captured by our model. Wealth is one such characteristic.
Wealthy people are likely to be less averse to travel than are poor people, because wealthy people can better bear the associated costs. Hence, we would expect more rich people who benefit only modestly, and fewer poor people who would benefit substantially, to travel to elite surgeons than our model predicts. This implies that the mix of patients who actually wind up travelling to elite surgeons will receive smaller total benefits than the mix of patients generated by our optimization model due to wealth constraints. Of course it may be possible to address such distortions in patient mix via policy measures (e.g., travel subsidies). Estimating an upper bound on the benefits from better use of information can inform the discussion of which policies make sense to pursue.
We begin our analysis by solving (P) under the assumption that patient utility is computed using population-average outcome information. To do this, we let Rate j denote the populationaverage repair rate for provider j and compute Lif eDays ij = q i Rate j , where q i indicates expected increase in life days for patient i per percentage point increase in repair rate. 19 We then solve (P )
under the assumption that patient utility is computed using patient-centric quality information.
We do this by defining Rate ij to be the likelihood of a repair for patient i treated by surgeon j, and computing Lif eDays ij = q i Rate ij . Finally, to evaluate the value of enabling elite surgeons to treat more patients, we solve (P ) under both population-average information and patient-centric information when surgeon capacity, C j , is increased by various percentages from zero to 40%.
To parameterize these optimization problems, we first note that Lif eDays ij and Dist ij have different units, so we scale them by their largest observed values such that both variables take values between zero and one. The expected increase in life days for patients at different ages and with different comorbidities is obtained from Wang et al. (2015) . Because we cannot directly observe the capacity of each surgeon, we use as a proxy the maximum monthly volume multiplied by the number of months under this study. For surgeons who did not operate in every month from 2009-2012, we multiply the maximum by the number of months in which they did operate. The annual mitral volume of surgeons and the arrival rate of patients of different demographics and levels of acuity were quite stable over our study period. Because there is flexibility in scheduling treatment for elective patients, we focus on the assignment problem over the entire study period rather than over a year or a month. We conduct sensitivity analyses by varying the values of weight on distance (β ranging from 0.01 to 100).
Numerical Analyses
We consider twenty-five different variants of problem (P ) (five capacity levels and five distance weights) under both population-average and patient-centric information. For each combination, we used AMPL to solve the assignment problem and obtain the optimal solution. The resulting
19 Allowing qi to vary by patient is a more conservative approach to defining population average quality information than using a constant coefficient q. In the former, patient benefits in terms of life days vary by patient types due to varying qi, which is accessible through existing medical literature (see a survey of literature in Wang et al., 2015) ; in the latter, patient benefits in terms of life days do not vary across patients.
comparison of the relative impact of using patient-centric information and increasing surgical capacity is provided in Table 6 . Columns (1) and (2) are input parameters, with column (1) showing surgeon capacity, where the baseline is actual capacity as described above, and column (2) is the coefficient β, which represents the increase in life days required for a patient to be willing to travel one additional mile. Columns (3) and (4) show the expected number of repairs and average travel distance per patient in the optimal solution with population-average information, and columns (5) and (6) show these two measures with patient-centric information. To interpret these results, we first recall that the 2,718 New York mitral valve patients we considered in our empirical analysis traveled an average distance of 19 miles to receive surgery and that 1,557 had their valves successfully repaired. In terms of clinical outcomes this is comparable to the case with population-average information and β equal to 400, which results in 1,539 repairs and an average travel distance of 10 miles. This might suggest that actual patients behaved as if they were strongly travel averse.
But it doesn't seem reasonable that an average patient would be willing to sacrifice 400 days of life to avoid traveling one extra mile. Indeed, many studies of patient choices of health care providers have found that patients are willing to travel for better care. For example, Finlayson et al. (1999) found that 80% of patients are willing to bypass a local hospital in favor of a more distant regional hospital if this will result a 20% reduction in the likelihood of mortality. Groux et al. (2013) found that 36-41% of cancer patients surveyed were willing to travel any distance to receive the best available treatment. With these in mind, we conclude that the behavior of New York patients is not primarily driven by travel aversion.
A second possible explanation for the failure of patients to travel to better care is that their choices are limited by their insurance providers. But our empirical analysis showed that patients with non-restrictive coverage (e.g., Medicare) are almost as likely to receive inferior local treatment as are patients with more restrictive (e.g., HMO) coverage. 20 So, while insurance may play a role, we don't think it is the dominant driver of surgeon choice.
A third explanation is that patients either fail to find outcome data, or, if they do, fail to understand or trust it. Without information with which to distinguish the performance of different surgeons, patients fall back on other criteria like convenience or familiarity when choosing a surgeon.
But the studies cited above on patient willingness to travel imply that patients are willing to act on quality information if they have it. This observation has led many scholars (e.g., Emmer and Schlesinger, 2016, Sinaiko et al., 2012) to conjecture that better presentation of medical quality information would cause patients to make more use of it in their decisions. A feature that is often cited as desirable is personalized information tailored to individual patients (Paddock et al., 2015 , Sinaiko et al., 2012 . The implication is that more usable information could make the outcomes in Table 6 possible.
To get a sense of which outcomes in Table 6 are plausible, we note that Finlayson et al. (1999) reported that most patients would travel to a regional hospital if it reduced mortality rate by 20%. The baseline mortality rate and travel distance were not specified. But we can make a rough estimation of the β coefficient if we assume that the mortality rate at the local hospital is 1%, the extra travel distance to the regional hospital is 35 miles, and a patients remaining life expectancy is 20 years. Under these assumptions, the increase in life days from a 20% reduction of the 1% mortality rate is 20 yrs × 365 days/yr × 0.2% = 14.6 days. Because patients would choose to travel to the regional hospital under these conditions, this means that β is less than 14.6 life days ÷ 35 miles = 0.42 life days per mile. So for purposes of interpretation, we will use β = 0.4. Table 6 shows that the expected number of repairs under population-average information is 2,118, which represents a 36% increase over the actual number of 1,557. To achieve this, patients would have to travel an average of 28 miles as opposed to 19 miles. If patient-centric information is used, then the expected number of repairs increases to 2,206, which is a 42% increase over the actual number. The additional 6% increase relative to the population-average information case is the result of guiding more of the patients who benefit most to elite surgeons. Achieving this more efficient patient mix between elite and non-elite surgeons requires only one more mile in average patient travel distance, to 29 miles.
Another way to interpret the value of patient centric information is to look at the impact of increasing surgeon capacity under population-average information. For instance, when β = 0.4, a 40% increase in surgeon capacity results in 2,200 repairs. This is almost identical to the 2,206
repairs that can be achieved with patient-centric information and no increase in surgeon capacity.
In the population-average case, the improvement is achieved by enabling the elite surgeons with the highest repair rates to treat more patients. In the patient-centric case, the improvement is achieved by having the elite surgeons treat the right patients. In a very practical sense, more targeted information is equivalent to a 40% increase in surgeon capacity.
Conclusion
The past decade has seen increasing efforts by the US government, payers and health care providers to improve health care quality and control health care costs. Significant energy has been devoted to improving information transparency in the hope of guiding patients to the right providers. In addition to being complex and difficult to use, currently available quality information about healthcare providers is based on population averages. Our results show that population-average information is valuable to patients, but that patient-centric quality information is even more valuable. Used properly, patient-centric information can guide patients to the providers that are best for them and for society as a whole.
This study addresses the challenges of measuring provider quality and offers insights into better matching of patients with care. Using mitral valve surgery as the clinical setting, we studied the quality of cardiac surgeons in NY based on different quality metrics. We used a multilevel probit model to capture hospital and surgeon volume effects, as well as their specific effects, on patient outcomes. We corrected for both observed differences in patient mix and potential selection bias using distance-based instruments. This analysis shows that twenty one New York surgeons achieved repair rates statistically significantly above the state average, but that patients of different demographics and levels of acuity benefit differently from these elite surgeons.
We compared the effectiveness of providing patient-centric quality information and that of increasing surgeon capacity when patients are optimally assigned to surgeons with capacity constraints. We estimate that providing patient-centric quality information offers societal benefits comparable to those achievable with a 40% increase in surgeon capacity.
Beyond the obvious benefits to patients, patient-centric information offers potential benefits to physicians and payers. Cardiologists in particular can make use of patient-centric information to make better referrals. With population-average information, cardiologists are inclined to refer all patients to elite surgeons. However, armed with patient-centric information, they will appropriately refer some patients to non-elite surgeons, because these surgeons' quality is comparable to that of elite surgeons for some patients. This will not only help spread the workload across surgeons but also help non-elite surgeons improve their skills by giving them some patient volume.
Finally, Wang et al. (2015) have shown that, although hospitals with elite surgeons tend to charge a premium on the surgical procedure itself, their lifetime treatment costs are likely to be lower due to avoidance of complications and readmissions. Thus, patient-centric information can help payers to save money by guiding patients (via reduced co-pays for patients and/or value-based compensation of hospitals and surgeons) to providers that offer both better clinical outcomes and lower lifetime costs. 
Appendix. Evaluation of the Instrument

